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Abstract. Traditionally, compressed sensing assumes a linear, ill-posed or non-invertible
forward model, which is inverted with the help of non-convex constraints. Recently these
ideas have been extended to non-linear forward models. It could be shown that, under certain
conditions, strong performance guarantees available for traditional compressed sensing also hold
in the non-linear case.
In this paper I will present some initial results that explore these ideas empirically on
an x-ray tomographic reconstruction problem. Using a non-linear x-ray transmission model
which accounts for energy dependent absorption, it is demonstrated that non-linear compressed
sensing methods can lead to superior tomographic reconstruction. However, it is also observed
empirically that compressed sensing reconstruction not always nds the global optimum of
the non-linear compressed sensing cost function, indicating that in some cases, the theoretical
requirements are not always met.
Our results are based on an iterative reconstruction method that extends recently introduced
conjugate gradient hard thresholding algorithms to the non-linear setting. Using an ecient
line search procedure, the ecient computational method only requires the specication of the
global, unconstrained cost function, its gradient and a non-linear compressed sensing projection
operator, which, in the simplest case, boils down to the standard sparse projection operator
used often in traditional compressed sensing. For x-ray tomographic reconstruction, we show
that it is of advantage to adapt this operator to enforce more appropriate constraints.
1. Introduction
Compressed sensing [1{3] assumes that an unknown signal x 2 RN is measured using a linear
system modelled with a matrix . Observations y 2 RM are a noisy version of the measurements
y = x + e; (1)
where e accounts for the measurement uncertainty. Whilst we assume that we know , the
diculty lies in the fact that we want to estimate x from M  N measurements. This is
only possible if we place additional constraints on the signal x. Compressed sensing developed
around the idea of sparse models. In a sparse model, x is assumed to have few non-zero (or few
signicant) coecients. Alternatively, x might be sparse in some transform domain, such as the
wavelet domain or Fourier domain, in which case we can absorb the inverse of the sparsifying
transform into the measurement system matrix . Let us thus assume that x is (approximately)
sparse, that is, x has no more than K non-zero entries where K  N.
Let us also assume that we measure the error y   x using the squared Euclidean norm
ky xk2. The compressed sensing problem can then be stated as the minimisation of ky xk2subject to the constraint that x has no more than K non-zero entries. In general, this is known
to be an NP hard computational problem. It is thus customary to address this optimisation
either, using relaxation of the non-linear sparsity constraint [1] or through the use of greedy
algorithms (e.g. [4]). Surprisingly, for some measurement system , these methods provide near
optimal solutions, even in a regime where we have far fewer measurements than observations.
2. Non-linear compressed sensing
2.1. Non-linear observations
The application of compressed sensing recovery to non-linear observation models has previously
been studied in [5], where some theoretical results were studied and recovery guarantees derived.
We here build on these ideas and apply CS techniques to a more concrete application.
Let us write the non-linear observation model as
y = (x) + e; (2)
where the notation () reminds us that  can be a non-linear map. In [5] it was shown that
for non-linear maps () that are not `too non-linear', sparse recovery is still possible whenever
a non-linear version of the method in [4] is used. However, the theoretical requirements are
very strict and do not always hold in applications of interest. For example, for our particular
application, it is dicult to verify if these conditions hold. We thus here concentrate on empirical
evidence that supports the use of compressed sensing techniques for signal recovery from non-
linear observations.
2.2. Conjugate gradient based iterative hard thresholding for non-linear observation models
We here use an advanced version of the recovery algorithm proposed in [5] for non-linear
compressed sensing problems. Going back to ideas in [6], Blanchard et al. [7] recently studied
conjugate gradient based variations of the IHT algorithm [4] and we here use a version of this
for our non-linear observation setting.
The algorithm is developed so that it relies on two operations, for a given estimate ^ x it
requires the calculation of a cost function f(^ x) and the evaluation of its gradient g(^ x). We here
use
f(^ x) = ky   (^ x)k2; (3)
g(^ x) = rky   (^ x)k2: (4)
The algorithm is summarised as follows:
 Input: y, (), x[0], P, f, and g
 p[0] = 0
 : Iterate (n = 1;n + +) until some stopping criterion is met:
{ T = support(x[n 1])
{ if n = 1 or T diers from support(x[n 2])
 = 0
else
 =
kg(x[n 1])(T)k2
k(g(x[n 2])(T)k2
{ d =  0:5g(x[n]) +   p[n 1]
{ a = linesearch(f;g;d;T);
{ x[n] = P(x[n 1] + ad)
{ p[n] = d.where linesearch() is a function that performs a line search in direction d and where P() is a
projection operator, such as a hard thresholding operation that sets all but the largest K (in
magnitude) elements of x to zero. Note that the notation g(x[n 1])(T) is used here to denote
the sub-vector of g(x[n 1]) with elements dened by the current support T.
This algorithm diers from that in [7] in the line search used. For the linear model, the
optimal step size a can be found explicitly, whilst in our case, linesearch() uses a quadratic
approximation to the cost function along direction d restricted to the support T. The step size
a used is that which achieves the minimum of this quadratic function1.
3. The non-linear x-ray model
We assume that x-rays are emitted from a point source, travel along a straight line, are
attenuated by interactions with matter on their ight and have their intensity measured by
a one or two dimensional sensor array. Keeping the x-ray source and detector xed, but rotating
the object under investigation, several of these x-ray 'projections' are acquired. The goal is the
reconstruction of the spatial distribution of x-ray attenuation (see for example [8]).
For a line r in space between the x-ray source and the location where we measure x-ray
intensity, we can model x-ray attenuation using the model
I(r) =
Z
I0(E)exp

 
Z
r
(z;E)dz

dE; (5)
where the inner integral is along line r and (z;E) is the x-ray attenuation at location z and
energy E. I0(E) is the intensity of the x-ray with energy E emitted by the source along the
path r.
If the x-ray source emitted photons at a single energy, then the model becomes linear after
a simple transformation. This linear model is often a good rst approximation and most x-ray
tomography reconstruction algorithms are based on it. However, as most commercially used
x-ray sources produce a spread of photon energies, the linear model is only approximate and its
use can introduce artefacts which in some settings can lead to poor image quality. A standard
approach to address these issues is to model the non-linear eect by quantisation of the x-ray
photon energies which allows us to replace the integration with a summation.
I(r) =
X
i
I0(Ei)exp

 
Z
r
(z;Ei)dz

: (6)
One of the drawbacks of this approximation is that now, source intensity within an energy band
I0(Ei) is much harder to estimate. The other issue is that the model is now non-linear and that
attenuation (z;Ei) needs to be estimated for each energy band.
3.1. Spatial discretisation
For numerical purposes, a further discretisation is required, namely the discretisation of the
inner integral along the dierent x-ray paths. This is done typically using a spatial basis function
model to approximate (z;Ei). We here use the simplest approach in which we approximate
(z;Ei) using pixels (in 2D) or voxels (in 3D) that have constant attenuation. To be consistent
with the notation in our discussion of compressed sensing, we use the vector x(Ei) to describe
the pixel/voxel attenuation (at energy level i) in the image or volume (where we stack all
pixels/voxels into a vector using some pre-specied order). The integral over each line r can
1 Note that in our experiments reported below, we use the support T as an indicator for the restart of the conjugate
gradient method throughout. More appropriate conditions for non-sparse models might use CG optimisation only
within a subspace and look at the dierence between subspaces as suggested in [7] to determine CG restart.then be approximated as an inner product aTx(Ei), where the vector a accounts for the length
of the ray through each of the pixels/voxels. Finally, assuming that we stack all the intensities
observed at the detector and at all rotation angles into a vector y, we can write the model as
y = log
X
i
I0(Ei)exp( Ax(Ei)): (7)
In the single energy model, we write the observations in a slightly dierent form, using
y =  ln
[I(r)]
I0
= Ax: (8)
3.2. Constraints
In the non-linear model, the vectors x(Ei) can be stacked into a data matrix X. Dierent
constraints on X are then feasible and can be enforced (approximately) using dierent
"projections". We explore several constraints below.
(i) Positivity: Elements in X are constrained to be positive. P(x) sets all negative values in
X to zero.
(ii) Wavelet sparsity: Columns in X represent images, which are transformed using the 2
dimensional wavelet transform, whose coecients are stacked into a matrix W. Columns
in W are the wavelet coecients for each energy level. P(X) sets entire rows in W to
zero depending on the mean squared sum of the row's coecients. After an inverse wavelet
transform of each column in X, X is furthermore restricted to be non-negative.
(iii) Low-rank: Matrix X is modelled as a low rank matrix, where each row is modelled as
the sum of few material absorption "ngerprints". P(X) is a singular value decomposition
followed by a thresholding of the singular values.
4. Empirical study
To evaluate the use of the non-linear compressed sensing approach, we generated simulated x-ray
projections using the non-linear model above, with the dierence that the data was generated
on a dierent spatial quantisation grid from that used in the reconstruction (we rotated the
original image and x-ray source and detector location by =4 relative to the spatial grid). We
used the Shepp-Logan phantom in 2 dimensions, quantised to a 128 by 128 pixel grid, with each
grey level dening a dierent mixture of three materials. We quantised the energy levels into ten
bands and assumed knowledge of I0(Ei), which we generated randomly as a decreasing vector
with the steps between energy bands drawn from a uniform distribution. For each of the three
materials, material absorption within each of the energy bands was generated in the same way.
We did not add observation noise.
A fan beam geometry with linear line array was simulated with 32 rotations. We compared
dierent reconstruction approaches based on the linear equation (8) and the non-linear equation
(7). For the linear model we used the Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART), our conjugate
gradient solver with sparsity in the Haar wavelet domain (WAVELET) and a TV regularised
reconstruction [9]. (ART) was initialised with an empty image, (WAVELET) was initialised
with the ART reconstruction, and all other algorithms were initialised with the (WAVELET)
reconstruction. All reconstructions were constrained to be positive.
All non-linear reconstructions used our conjugate gradient based algorithm, but diered in
the constraints used (i.e. we used dierent projection operators P). The rst two methods did
not enforce sparsity but used positivity (positive) and an additional low-rank constraint on the
matrix X (low-rank). We also used a combination of wavelet sparsity and positivity (wavelet)
and a combination of low-rank, wavelet sparsity and positivity (wavelet + lr).10
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Figure 1. Comparision of the dierent methods in terms of reconstruction SNR for linear
(names CAPITALISED, rst three methods) and non-linear (names in lower-case, four methods
on the right) models. Linear reconstruction with ART, and conjugate gradient reconstruction
imposing wavelet sparsity (WAVELET) and total variation regularisation (TV). Non-linear
reconstruction, also with a conjugate gradient solver, imposing positivity (positive), wavelet
sparsity (wavelet), and/or low-rank (low-rank or +lr) constraints. Non-linear reconstruction
clearly outperforms comparable linear methods.
The results are analysed in terms of their SNR. For the reconstruction based on the linear
models, we used a single estimate of x that was compared to the mean (over energy levels) of
the true absorption coecients, whilst for the non-linear reconstruction, we got an estimate for
each energy level, so compared these directly to the attenuation coecients for that energy level.
The results for 10 independent runs of the experiment are shown in the box plots in Figure
1. Two main observations are in order. Firstly, the linear reconstruction is generally worse
than the reconstruction based on the non-linear model with similar constraints, e.g. the two
wavelet sparsity constraint reconstructions dier by about 2.5dB, with the non-linear model
based reconstruction outperforming the linear model. Secondly, wavelet sparsity clearly improves
performance, but so does the low-rank constraint used in the non-linear model, which basically
enforces each of the regions to be a mixture of three dierent absorption proles.
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